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Upcoming Events
When.

What and Where.

Who is organising.

5th April 2014:

Khanacross at Hirstglen.

(NDSCC)

11th April 2014:

Club Night Run; organised by Tony Kabel.

(BSCC)

12th April 2014:

Camp Crystal.

23rd April 2014

Annual General Meeting of Brisbane Sporting Car Club

(BSCC)

2nd May 2014:

Pace note school at BSCC Club Rooms.

(BSCC)

10th May 2014:

Multi Club Short Course Event at Jimna. **Pace noted** (BSCC)

18th May 2014:

Sunday Fun Run; Organised by Jim Reddiex.

20th‐21st June 2014:

QRC Round 2: Day 1 of International Rally of Queensland **Pace noted** (BSCC)

22nd June 2014:

QRC Round 3: Day 2 of International Rally of Queensland **Pace noted** (BSCC)

4th July 2014:

Club Night (Proposed).

(BSCC)

2nd‐3rd August 2014:

QRC Round 4: Border Ranges Rally **Pace noted**

(GCTMC)

10th August 2014:

Sunday Navigation Event; Organised by Laurie Garth.

(BSCC)

15th August 2014:

Club Night (Proposed).

(BSCC)

31st August 2014:

QRC Round 5: Wowan Rally **Blind Event**

(CQMSC)

4th October 2014:

Multi Club Short Course Event at Jimna. **Pace noted** (BSCC)

17th‐19th October 2014:

TJM Lockyer 300. Off Road Event. Mulgowie, Lockyer Valley (BSCC)

8th November 2014:

QRC Round 6: Kenilworth Rally **Blind Event**

(Contact Shaun Dragona on 07 3884 8350 for details)

(BSCC)

(BSCC)
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President’s Report.
Just a short note to update you on what has been happening at the club.
Events Calendar:
Unfortunately Ian Gorski’s Social Fun Run which was scheduled for Sunday 15th February was cancelled due to lack of
entries. It was disappointing to see this event cancelled as Ian had put quite an amount of time into it to make it be a little
different than the usual, but you never know, it may be slotted in somewhere in the future.
Mick Verrall’s QRC 1, The Aussie Bush Rally run out of Manumbar, the neighbouring suburb of Gallangowan, was very
successful with approximately 48 entries. It was unfortunate that the event was marred by a couple of accidents, one
involving Rob Bishop and Jo O’Dell which saw Rob air lifted to Brisbane with suspected back injury.
Jo was okay and stayed at Manumbar.
In the other incident, Chris Cook was taken to Murgon via ambulance and later air lifted to Nambour Hospital for
observation. Both Rob and Chris were released the following day.
The club night on Friday 14th March was a very social affair with the format of the night containing updates from myself,
re The Club and the Board, Paul Woodward, re IROQ, Peter Flynn, re Jimna’s Pace Noted Short Course Event and a debrief
by Mike Verrall on his Aussie Bush Rally. Then of course the iconic BBQ followed to finish off the night.
Our next event, was to be John Keen’s event; The Out West Rally scheduled for Saturday 5th April which unfortunately has
been cancelled. Clerk of Course, John Keen has reported a shortage of roads at the Hirstglen property and felt it was
better if he put his efforts into Peter Flynn’s event on Saturday 10th May. Therefore, our next event is now on the Friday
11th April which is Tony Kabel’s Night Run. It is very disappointing that we have lost two events so far, which doesn’t help
with the cash flow.
Friday 2nd May is a special Club Night; “Pace Note School”, your “Teachers” for the night will be two of Queensland’s most
accomplished Rally Co‐Drivers; John McCarthy and Glen Weston. This should be be very valuable leading into Peter Flynn’s
Jimna Pace Noted Short Course Event and then IRoQ.
The event that follows is Jim Reddiex’s Fun Run and Jim informs me that Mr John Colvin has retired and therefore we
have lost a sponsor. Jim has his thinking hat on to come up with a new sponsor and name for the event to replace the
previous name of The Solvix Fun Run. The Board thanks John for his support and kindness in sponsorship for the Solvix
Fun Run over the past years and wishes him all the success in his retirement.
Following on from Jim’s event is the club’s biggest event of the year, the International Rally of Queensland. The Clerk of
Course Mr Paul Woodward and his team have been working extremely hard, not only to make it a success but also lift its
presentation.
If you feel, being a member of the club that you want to shoulder some help, and support the club, then here is your
opportunity, phone Margaret and advise her of your intentions to stand alongside and help the other volunteers who will
welcome you with open arms.
General Business
The Board is well underway with the revision of our Constitution, led by Patrick Hetherman who has done considerable
research into the changes that the Board believes should take place. More on its progress at a later date as we proceed
through the current document and develop a new one more suitable to our needs. If you can and want to help in
developing this document, please give me a call.
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Thanks to the generosity of long term BSCC Members Simon and Margot
Knowles, the Club has a lovely new 60 inch Smart TV and Skype Camera for use
in our Board Room. It has all the bells and whistles and will replace the very
small unit we have at the moment. We have engaged a professional to mount
and install it and it should be fully operational within the next week or so.
Being a Smart TV it will be put to numerous uses especially in meetings.
It may even support the club having a State of Origin Night.
This new TV will make our Board Room very attractive for meetings especially
when holding them via WebEx, bringing it closer to a standard where we can
advertise it for rent to those who may need a room to hold meetings. However,
I have to contact our Insurance Broker and find out what the yearly premium
will be for insurance cover. We also have a few issues to attend to, the major
one is securing our downstairs office with partitions, so users of the Board
Room can still have access to the toilet. The installation of blinds behind the
TV to stop the glare during daylight is another item. Internet is now available
in the Board Room and the new TV has the facility to log onto the internet. Tea
and coffee facility including crockery will just about finish the deal, then a
major tidy and clean up should put paid to it all.
A new Big Screen TV for the Club Rooms
Simon and Margot, the Board and Club Members can’t thank you enough for
such generosity!

Margaret Mackay, (with the guidance of Peter Flynn’s wife Amanda) has volunteered to take over the daily entries into
MYOB and produce the reports needed every month to control the spending and expenses of the club that the Board has
been constantly receiving from Noelle. The Board has had no option, but to review the costs incurred to administer not
only BSCC accounting but also IROQ’s accounting and has now produced a new set of accounts which have been dove‐
tailed together, but has still retained the budgeting facility for each event.
The relinquishing of Noelle, in no way suggests that the Board was dissatisfied with Noelle’s work but to the contrary, we
have and especially myself, had a good working relationship with her and would not have gone down this path if the club
was in a position to afford the costs associated with retaining Noelle. In simple terms we have been forced financially to
make these changes.
The AGM date has now been set as the 23rd April, 2014 and notices of the meeting have already been distributed by email
to those with email addresses and by post to those who don’t.
We were hoping to have our new constitution in place prior the AGM but that wasn’t feasible. Nominations, Adoption of
Resolutions and General Business times are all listed on the notice.
If you have any queries please give me a call on 0414‐335‐862.
Barry Neuendorff
President
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PRESS RELEASE ‐ TJM RENEWS NAMING RIGHTS SPONSORSHIP FOR AORC’s FINAL ROUND IN QLD
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Annual General Meeting of Brisbane Sporting Car Club LTD
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Something interesting to report from Canberra!
In fact there were two happenings in Canberra at the end of February that might be of interest to BSCC members,
and you might guess I am not talking about the usual inane political point‐scoring.
The Rally of Canberra took place on the last weekend in February and I am sure much of the action and results will
be reported elsewhere. Wisely, the CAMS Australian Rally Hall of Fame organisers chose the evening of the 27th
February, the night before the start of the Rally, to hold a gala dinner in order to induct 10 new members, including
our own Jim Reddiex. The timing ensured the attendance of hundreds of rally enthusiasts, some who had
involvement in the sport going back to the 50s and 60s.
Past World Rally Champion, Ari Vatanen and his wife, Rita were guests of honour at the function. I don’t think there
would be a rally enthusiast who has watched the YouTube video of Ari climbing his way to a record at Pikes Peak,
USA and not marvelled at his skill. He was also an entertaining and
philosophical speaker, touching on a wide range of subjects, including
how lucky all of us were to be born where and when we were. About a
dozen people associated with BSCC attended the dinner, some because
they were already in town for the Rally and others making the trip
especially to see Jim inducted. Our associated attendees included four
past presidents of the club; Henk Kabel [with wife Kathy], Mike
Mitchell, Brian Swinton and Simon Knowles [with wife Margot] as well
as Rod Bailey, Errol Bailey and Peter Marshall [with wife Lyne].
[I hope the ladies don't mind being put in brackets ‐ it gets a little messy
trying to describe who is what.] Jim's family; wife Val, and Gai, Andrew
and Ian were also there. My apologies if I have missed anyone.
During a short interview on stage after accepting his award Jim related a tale from the time during his pre‐event
survey for the London – Sahara – Munich World Cup Rally, which he ultimately went on to win. It had us thinking
how, often, there can be little between success and disaster. They stopped overnight at a town in the desert and,
after refuelling their car, while they slept had some fuel removed from their tank. Consequently, the next day they
ran out of fuel in the middle of the desert. With few other options, Jim and a mechanic set out on foot with 10 litres
of water each and a blanket, leaving Ken Tubman with the car. They ended up sheltering under the blanket during
the heat of the day and moving on again towards nightfall. When things began to seem fairly dire they spied a light
in the distance and, after trudging a total of 32 kilometres, luckily found themselves at a French uranium mine in the
middle of the desert. No one else was in sight but they found their way into an air‐conditioned laboratory with water
in the fridge, and so all three lived to tell the tale.
The other inductees on the night were: Colin Bond, Barry Ferguson, Fred Gocentas, Evan Green, Graham Hoinville,
Frank Kilfoyle, Dinta & Kate Officer and Ed Ordynski. Sadly, some of these greats were no longer with us and a couple
were unable to attend, their award being accepted by others on their behalf. Together with Jim, they joined previous
inductees into the CAMS Australian Rally Hall of Fame, including Neal Bates, Gary Connelly, Ross Dunkerton, Harry
Firth, John Large, Gelignite Jack Murray, George Shepheard, Tom Snooks, Doug Stewart, Don Thompson, Ken
Tubman and Bob Watson; a veritable Who’s Who of Australian rallying.
An auction on the night of a number of items of rallying memorabilia raised over $10,000 towards the fledgling
Australian Rally Museum, eventually to be based at Coffs Harbour. A unique book donated by Ari Vatanen drew some
spirited bidding and added another $5000 to the cause. Despite the rally looming next day many of the attendees
were determined to savour the moment and catch up with people some of them had not seen for many years. Even
when asked to leave at midnight I am sure quite a few found somewhere else to continue their reminiscing until it
knows when?
Regards,
Peter Marshall
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For Sale
Mitsubishi Mirage Mivec Cyborg RS. Ready to rally for only $16,000.

 This is an original Ralliart factory car and importantly it has all the correct import and registration papers.
 These body shells were strengthened at the factory and it is in original condition.
 Cyborg RS engine, rebuilt to original factory spec and sealed by Queensland scrutineer. Specifications on request.
Just one rally old. (Aussie Bush Rally)
 Large oil cooler and new three core alloy radiator.
 Factory close ratio gearbox with LSD. Button clutch.
 Quick ratio power steering rack.
 Factory cast steel lower track control arms.
 Drummond Motorsport Shocks 50mm bump and rebound adjustable front struts.
 Caster and camber adjustable as per EVOIII.
 Rear height adjustable Bilstein with double taper springs.
 EVO 4 front hubs with new bearings, uprights, brake discs and callipers.
 Original cable hand brake and additional hydraulic hand brake.
 New CV joints, inner and outer.
 EVO V Fuel tank under the car with tank guard. Duralloy front sump guard.
 Extensive under body protection.
 CAMS specification roll cage. New seats and belts. Terratrip and Terrafone. Roof vent.
 10 correct 6J wheels. 6 with near new tyres.
 Lots of spares.
 Very reluctant sale and I am trying hard to persuade myself to keep it. So be quick before I change my mind.
 If this is your next rally car; to buy it, phone Steve Berry (aka Yorkie) on 0417 649 020
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For Sale








1969 Classic Rally Car Triumph MK1 2.5Pl
Log Booked
Purpose‐built – a very rare and exciting car for sale.
Extensive competition history recently recorded in Peter Collier’s book Triumphant Rallying.
On concessional rego, ready to rally for the new owner.
Full specification available for interested parties.
Price $20,000.

For more details, contact Brian Falloon on mobile: 0418 793806 or email: falloon1@bigpond.com
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Scrutineering and safety matters
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The Confederation of Australian Motor Sport (CAMS) is to make use of Frontal Head Restraints (FHR) mandatory from
mid‐2014.
FHR’s are a safety device that reduces the likelihood of head and/ or neck injuries and are already compulsory in many
motor sport events worldwide.
Formula 1® mandated FHR devices called HANS (Head and Neck Support) in 2003 after extensive testing and these
products are also mandatory in Australia’s premier touring car category, the V8 Supercars Championship.
CAMS Chief Executive Eugene Arocca says it’s time the devices were made mandatory in all levels of Australian motor
sport and expects this decision will be embraced nationwide.
“We have a responsibility to continually review safety in motor sport and we felt it was an opportune time to review
mandatory use of Frontal Head Restraints.
“Safety is paramount in this sport. Ultimately the industry will embrace Frontal Head restraints at all levels and we are
very comfortable making this decision as part of our responsibility in regulating motor sport in this country.
“The facts and the information supporting FHRs is overwhelming. Use a Frontal Head Restraint and your chances of
surviving a significant motor sport incident are far better than without.” said Arocca.
The purpose of FHR devices is to stop the head from whipping forward in a crash, without restricting the movement of
the neck, as an FHR device maintains the relative position of the head to the body.
CAMS has resolved to introduce regulations which mandate the use of forward head restraints in accordance with FIA
standards as follows:
From 1 July, 2014 all international and national circuit races, road events and off road events, except where specifically
exempted due to the type of vehicle;
From 1 January, 2015, all state circuit races, road events and off road events, except where specifically exempted due
to the type of vehicle.
This does not include Speed events and Auto tests.
CAMS will conduct an assessment to monitor the introduction and to determine its application to other disciplines and
lower level competition.
In the meantime, competitors are reminded that the use of these restraints remains highly recommended.
Arocca said: “Personally, if I was competing at an event I would use a Frontal Head Restraint irrespective of the level of
motor sport. Most importantly, this will be phased in together with an ongoing monitoring process, which we believe is
the best way forward.
"In real terms, when you consider that the cost of a basic FHR is equivalent to two good quality tyres, it would be difficult
to logically argue against the mandating of FHR, particularly given the FHR will outlast the tyres by a number of years."
Former V8 Supercar driver and Australian motor sport legend Mark Skaife believes this is a significant moment in the
history of Australian motor sport and all drivers at all levels will be better off.
“I think to make it compulsory now is absolutely required.” said Skaife
He added: “The shift in policy is like when seat belts were introduced. At the end of the day we would not go racing
without seat belts. Frontal Head Restraints are the same.
“They take a little bit of getting used to in making sure the seat belts conform to body shape, but for me it’s a one hundred
percent guaranteed thing that you should wear for any sort of motor sport.”
“For me, to make it compulsory now, is a great thing.
Elite drivers consider FHR devices as essential as their helmet. V8 Supercar Driver and CAMS Driver Development Manager
Karl Reindler recalls one occasion in particular where a Frontal Head Restraint proved invaluable.
“With the accident I had in Perth in 2011, it saved my life. I walked away from that accident with some burns but had I
not had my Frontal Head Restraint on, who knows what the result could have been?
“I think it’s a great move by CAMS and the devices are a lot more affordable now than what they used to be.
“You can’t put a value on your own life.” said Reindler.
NOTE: Further regulation amendments incorporating the mandatory use of Frontal Head Restraints will be issued from
CAMS soon.
(Article courtesy of CAMS)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rHMPcM3bC0g&feature=player_embedded#t=6
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=HJe1iyQvbQs
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Festival of Elegance
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16/23 Ashtan Place, Banyo QLD 4014 Phone No: 0414 335 862
www.lockyer300.com.au Email .tjmlockyer300@bigpond.com
Hard work and dedication rewarded
On behalf of the Brisbane Sporting Car Club, it was very rewarding to receive an invitation to
attend the Lockyer Valley Region Australia Day Award Ceremony, as a possible contender in the
Community Event of the Year Category. When TJM Pro Locker – Lockyer 300 was named the
winner, it was with great pride that I was able to accept the Award on behalf of the Brisbane
Sporting Car Club, the Organising Team, the Land Owners, the Retail Outlets, Volunteers and
Officials who made this event worthwhile for this award. Everybody worked hard to produce
the event that they had a vision of, and had faith in themselves that they could produce a
successful event.
Because the previous year’s event had to be re-constructed in every aspect, from the venue, to
the course, to the presentation of awards, all due to the rain almost making the event a complete
wash out, it consequently left us with an event where we virtually had to start from scratch.
However, our Event Sponsor TJM was thrilled with the concept that the Organising Team had
in mind, and was constantly willing to assist during the year wherever they could, to make it a
success. The team from TJM were a delight to work with, which must say heaps for the way
they organise and conduct their business. I only hope they can see their way clear to become
the event sponsor for the 2014 year.
The property owners must be congratulated for having faith in us to do the right thing, by
letting us traverse through their properties to organise and re-construct the course throughout
the year, and then let us race those unbelievable machines on race day. Without these generous
people there could not have been an event.
Special thanks must be passed onto Mr. Noel McGrath and families for their generosity in
letting us use his entire front paddock as the venue for the event, and to Mr. Kevin Pitman for
the use of his property to conduct the Media and Pre Event Ride Day.
Special thanks must go to Mr. Paul Emmerson for his donation of an enormous amount of time
and expense for the organisation of the track construction, and being the interface between
the Property Owners and the Organising Team. To all the Officials and Helpers who volunteered their time, and donated their out of pocket
expenses throughout the year and on the event, I extend to you my heartfelt thanks. Your willingness to assist and help was much appreciated,
and I cannot praise you enough for your experience, knowledge and support. The event was your event and I salute you.
Barry Neuendorff
Clerk of Course
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Results: Aussie Bush Rally 2014
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A Rallyin story by John Keen
A Typical Aussie Bush Rally Weekend
Friday – with Scrutineering and car prep done its tidy up and pack day in between phone calls, customers asking why have
you not completed my quote (well I’m trying to go rallying ‐‐‐ geez) and my staff calling me at 1pm to say the boat they
had just put in the water is now sinking. Yeah I’m ####ing relaxed now and able to focus on packing.
Anyway night comes and my wife is looking at me in that way of saying without saying anything but still having the same
effect, but that’s OK because I’m going rallyin. Final look at check list after having a shower and it’s off to bed at 9:30 –
because I’m going rallyin tomorrow.
Saturday – alarm doesn’t get a chance to go off at 2:30 am because I’ve been awake since 1:45 and have a headache
because I probably didn’t drink enough water on Friday but that’s Ok because I can take some pills and you know what –
I’m still going rallyin. Right, get the rest of my stuff together and roll out the driveway at 3:30 cause [sic] it’s a bit of a run
to where we are going rallyin. I meet up with another crew at Blacksoil and we are away in convoy and I’m starting to get
just a little excited now – I’m going RALLYIN!!!
The Journey up thru Benarkin and Blackbutt leaves me wistful and thinking, man I would love to do some of those stages
on the southern end again someday but then the phone rings and snaps me out of it, so I talk to that customer and then
I go back to my happy place – yep I’m going rallyin. So we roll into Manumbar after what seems an eternity of driving but
then I think about the crews who have come down from Capricorn way and the sight of the service park brings a smile to
my face as reality sinks in – I’m really going rallyin.
A helpful official points out where my crew have set up for service and we start the business of setting up our service area
and getting all those tasks done while Ray goes over the road book again. Time to do the 5k check and make sure nothing
has gone amuck with the car on the way up. At the end of the 5k check Ray goes “she’s a bit out Keeny” and I say how
much? Ray replies Oh about 13km. Oh gosh old chap, I say, I wonder what could be causing that wonderful instrument to
have a slight flutter like that – or words to that effect!! Anyway that was a sign of things to come as the meter went into
some sort of demented behavior within the first 2 competitive K’s. After exploring several possibilities we turned it off for
good and declared that the bloody things are over rated anyway and who needs one!
Sitting at the start control and a mix of nerves and excitement AND the vague memory of 5 or 6 mths ago since we’ve
been on a rally all add up and then Ray says GO!! and I release the clutch and the launch control works perfectly and we
are on our way YEAH WE’RE RALLYIN NOW!
Righto need to focus as Ray tells me that he will have
to guess the distances as the Terra Trip not worth a
brass razoo to us. Geez this is a good road and the grip
from the Hankook Tyres is fantastic even though this
set are pretty much half worn but must take it easy
and settle down. On to the second stage and third
stages now, WOW where the hell are all these rocks
coming from? It becomes an obstacle course in places
with the need to change line mid corner. We get back
to service after the third stage and everyone is
commenting on the rocks and the misfortune of some
unlucky crews – this is going to be a bit of a tough
event. I like everybody else want to be there at the
end of this rallyin event. As we start knockin over
more stages the service crew are happy as the only
thing amiss is the wheel nuts coming loose on the
right front ‐‐‐ hmm better keep an eye on that, could
be important! Ray comes back from HQ and tells me that we are doing well with our rallyin times and we set off for the
last 3 stages. Bugger, on the second last stage I take my eye off the ball for a nano second and avoid a rock with the front
but the car steps sideways and the right rear cops it – BANG instant flat. Ah well – been havin a great time rallyin up till
now. We find a safe spot to get off the road staying mindful of the fire risk. Right, I think I can remember how to do this,
pop the boot and get the OK board out and whilst Ray is looking for a rock to chock the wheel I get to the task of getting
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the jack set up and the nuts loose – just a part of rallyin. A car goes past. Crack of timber noise and Ray informs me he
can’t find a bloody rock – how ironic is that! We put the log that Ray has under a wheel and another car goes past. Ok
we’ve got it changed and now we just have to wait for the next car and jump in behind as we don’t want to cause dust
for the next crew if we can help it.
The finish control seem to be in a little fluster as we arrive just behind the crew just in front and we set off to the next
stage trying not to be late and arrive to find a white WRX blocking the way so I risk driving up an embankment and around
the car and we book into control, Whew made it. Driving to finish now, the last stage had some bits starting to break up
and I’m struggling to remember, ahh more damn rocks but all in all what an enjoyable stage and a great rally. Into the
final finish control and it’s all over way too soon.

HOW COOL is this Ray comments as we head back to
HQ and we start thinking of things that are not as cool
to do on an Aussie week end. How lucky are we to be
able to go rallyin with our mates. To see everyone
come together, pitch in and make it happen in a great
Aussie spirit of co‐operation, good on ya everybody –
I had a great weekend.
Thanks to the Far‐Keen rally team for your great work
on a number of cars, a big thank you to the organisers
and officials and thanks to Hankook Tyres.
Well its now organising and course car work for the
next three events and Camp Crystal on April 12th to
help run.

See you lot out in the bush again soon.
Cheers,
John Keen (aka Keeny)

(Editor’s note; the entire article [sic])
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Team Macfarding get ready to Rally.

Rallying is so addictive, I had been away from it for way too long,
IRoQ 2012 was my last event (something about big Gum trees and
Rally cars not playing nicely) then my friend Yorkie asked me would
I Co‐Drive for him in the Aussie Bush Rally.
I think my reply was something like “Unprintable yeah”. Well The
Aussie Bush Rally has been and gone and it reminded me just how
much fun it can be as a Co‐Driver; what a blast!
Thanks Yorkie, and thanks to Mike and Larraine Verrall and their
many helpers for making the Aussie Bush Rally happen.
Anyway, re‐building the Commodore is taking too long, so out of
frustration and a desire to get behind the wheel of a Rally Car
again real soon, I have taken a short‐cut and bought a car that is
ready to go.
(Log Book photos to the right)
It is second hand out of Japan so I will have no trouble getting “C”
plate limited use rego’ (It’s all G2 compliant of course, except it is
more than seven years old, but I’m confident we can get special
dispensation from the appropriate people to enter in the class)
What a weapon! Check the flared guards and that rear wing, can
you imagine how much down‐force we will have on the drive tyres.
Being a G2 2WD, Kevin and I might just do the ARC component of
IRoQ this year, with a weapon like this we could be top ten contenders.

Hope to see you in the forest soon!
Cheers
Jamie
Frustrated Rally Driver.
Too many beers consumed? Nah, you know you are jealous, and you want one of these too!
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A Joke or two
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BSCC Sponsors
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Brisbane Sporting Car Club
THE NEWSLETTER OF
THE BRISBANE SPORTING CAR CLUB

Honorary Board
Patron .......................................... Campbell Newman MP, Premier of Qld

All correspondence to:
Brisbane Sporting Car Club
Unit 16 ‐ 23 Ashtan Place
Banyo QLD 4014

President......................................Barry Neuendorff
Vice President ..............................Jamie Macfarlane
Secretary ......................................Position Vacant

Phone: (07) 3267 7647

Treasurer .....................................Rod Sams

Fax:

Club Captain ................................Position Vacant

(07) 3267 7650

Immediate Past President .......... Brian Everitt

Email‐ Club: bscc@ozemail.com.au

Board Members ........................... Del Garbett, John Keen,

Magazine: jmacfa@bigpond.net.au

Gavin Wieland, Tony Kabel, Peter Flynn, Paul Woodward

Website: www.bscc.asn.au

CAMS Delegate ............................Paul Woodward
Magazine Editor ...........................Jamie Macfarlane
Membership Officer ....................Margaret Mackay (0412 553 186)
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Welcome New Members

On behalf of the Board of Brisbane Sporting Car Club and Membership Registrar ‐ Margaret Mackay
It is with great pleasure that we welcome the following new Members to our Club
4806
Shane Cook
4807
Brett Comiskey
4808
Brett Holman Debby, Loch, Paige (Family)
4809
Robert Major
4810
Luke Beechey, Rebekah, Charlotte (Family)
4811
Corey Cooper
4812
Robin Evans
4813
Justin Northage
4814
Joel Lacey
4815
Mitchell Lacey
4816
Jeniffer Moyle
4817
Kerrin Greenalsh, Debbie, Alyssa, Jade McDougall (Family)
4818
Emma Sticklen, Kurt, Hayley, Tayla, Jodyn (Family)

Position Vacant
The BSCC is still seeking to fill the position of Club Storeman
The position entails the checking in and out of Club equipment
Keeping store room tidy
Keeping records of Club Equipment
If you are interested in this position,
please contact Barry Neuendorff
0414 335 862
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